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50 POINT CHECKLIST + LIVE WEBINAR
Live Interactive Business Planning for 2017

Dreams + Plans

Mindset + Motivation

Time + Productivity

Brand + Marketing

Sales + Money



DREAMS + PLANS

MY WHY
I know my why and I use it every day to energize and motivate me to work
towards my goals

STRUGGLES
I have identified my struggles and limitations and have a plan that stops them
from getting in my way

A CRAZY BIG VISION
I have a written vision of everything I know I can achieve in my business and I
use it to base my business plans

A MIX OF LIFE + BUSINESS GOALS
I value my personal health and wellbeing and include improvements and
maintenance in my business goals

UPLEVEL PLAN
I have a written plan that breaks down where I am today into steps so I can
focus on constant upleveling

90 DAY FOCUS PLAN
I utilise 90 day blocks of time to focus my energy and break my year down into
short term achievable goals

SUCCESSFUL ME
I have a written statement of what "successful me" looks like and I LOVE her!

VISION BOARD
I use a visual representation of my crazy big dreams to inspire and motivate
me

TRACKING PROGRESS TO GOALS
I track my progress every week to ensure I am moving in the direction of my
vision

DREAMS + PLANS
I am excited to have my dreams as actionable plans that I use every day to
direct my business

 MY SCORE OUT OF 10



MINDSET + MOTIVATION

 MY SCORE OUT OF 10

MIND + ACTION BALANCE
I have a healthy balance of visualising, manifesting, planning and action to
help me achieve goals

SELF SABOTAGE TRIGGERS
I can identify what triggers me to get in the way of my own success and can
identify when I am self sabotaging

INFLUENCERS
I am aware of how the people around me both positively and negatively
influence my ability to be successful in business

BLOCKS TO SUCCESS
I am aware of the habits I have that keep me from being successful and I work
consistently to replace them with more effective habits

DAILY HABITS FOR SUCCESS
I have a list of good habits that I follow each day to ensure I am always at my
best in my business

AFFIRMATIONS
I have an affirmation that I use to help me combat my fears and build my self
confidence and focus

VISUALISATIONS 
It is easy for me to visualise what success looks like and I do so daily as I work
towards my visions
ENERGY
I know the best times of the day to work on tasks the require a lot of focus and
energy

GRATITUDE HABITS
I have a daily gratitude habit that I incorporate into my business to keep my
mindset strong

MINDSET SUCCESS
If I continue with the same motivation and mindset I have today I know I will
be successful



TIME + PRODUCTIVITY

 MY SCORE OUT OF 10

CONSISTENCY
I am consistent with everything I do in my business including marketing, goal
tracking, productivity, branding and vision planning

MONEY MAKING ACTIVITIES
I know exactly where to spend time in my business to generate sales

HOURLY RATE
I know what I would like to earn per hour and I know know what I am earning
right now

TASK MANAGEMENT
I understand the difference between tasks and to-do list items and I manage
them accordingly to avoid overwhelm and boost productivity

TO DO LISTS
I have a to-do list that is never longer than 10 items and I can easily work
through much of the list in a day or two

PERFECT WEEK
I have a plan of what a perfect week in my business should look like with all
important tasks scheduled in

SYSTEMS + PROCESSES 
I have a list of systems I use to run my business and a record of how repetitive
tasks are completed to increase productivity and potentially outsource tasks

EMAIL MANAGEMENT
I always have full control over my inbox and never feel overwhelmed by it

BIG VISION PLANS
I always have time to work "on" my big vision plans and don't get stuck just
working "in" my business

PRODUCTIVITY SUCCESS
If my productivity remains the same I know I can reach my goals



BRAND + MARKETING

 MY SCORE OUT OF 10

TARGET MARKET/TRIBE
I know exactly who my tribe is. I can describe my ideal customer in as much
detail as I can describe my best friend

MARKETING MESSAGE
I understand the solution I offer to my customers and use that to attract new
sales

BRAND STYLE GUIDE
I have a style guide for my business that is designed to attract the attention of
my tribe

CONSISTENT IMAGES
I have consistent images throughout my marketing including  social media
posts, blog, emails and ads

CUSTOMER JOURNEY/FUNNEL
I have a step by step customer journey and I can track every new lead through
these steps until they make a purchase

REMARKETING PLAN
If a customer doesn't purchase the first time they visit my business I have a
plan and system to remarket to them

TRACKING PROGRESS
I know what numbers to track and I keep record weekly

ONLINE MARKETING
I constantly focused on increasing my database subscribers, my social media
following and my website visitors

EMAIL MARKETING
I keep in touch with my subscribers on a regular basis with a good mix of
quality free information and sales promotions

MARKETING SUCCESS
I know how to attract and convert customers and I have a set of KPI's to show
me what is working and what isn't



SALES + MONEY

 MY SCORE OUT OF 10

DAILY / WEEKLY SALES
I track and record my sales each day/week so I ALWAYS know my current
sales and progress towards my goal

SALES TARGETS
I have written sales targets based my business goals and financial needs and I
work consistently towards them
EXPENSES
I have a full list of both variable and fixed expenses for my business and I
know what my outgoings are each month

BREAK EVEN
I know how much of my product or service I need to sell in order to cover my
business expenses (break even) 

PROFIT + LOSS
I understand Profit + Loss and I can see at the end of each month if I have
made or lost money in my business

CASH FLOW
I can predict my future income and expenses so I can prepare for growth or big
expenditure
MY VALUE
I always charge what I am worth and am never tempted to discount because I
feel unworthy or desperate for business

COMPETITION
I know how to deal with competition without discounting

OUTSOURCING
I have a plan of what I need to outsource and understand the financial costs
involved and the benefit I will receive

MY BUSINESS FINANCES HEALTH
I know where my business is at financially and I am never concerned about
looking at the numbers. 
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